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Accounting Information and Value

• Financial statements are not intended to yield a final measure of
firm value.

• Instead, they provide information that assists in the determination
of value.

• Balance sheet measures the cumulative amount that has been
invested in the past to generate sales transactions.

• Income statement measures the expected cash flow
consequences of sales transactions consummated during the
current period.
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Accounting Information and Value

• In most business, the accounting system can be thought of as
classifying the business into a series of current and expected
future sales transactions.

• Sales transaction is the critical event that leads to the recognition
and measurement of value in the financial statements.

• A sale triggers the recognition of revenues and expenses, the
difference between these items is recorded as operating profit in the
income statement.

• Operating income resulting from sales transactions during a period
rarely coincides with the actual net cash receipts generated by these
transactions during the period.
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Accrual Accounting and Accruals
• The accounting rules that measure changes in assets and

liabilities are collectively known as accrual accounting, and the
differences between accounting income and cash receipts are
referred to as the accruals.

• Completely cash-based accounting system would have no noncash
assets or liabilities.

• Over the long run, net income and cash flows will be similar.
• Accrual accounting just changes the timing of the recognition of

cash receipts and payments.
• Although the financial statements do not attempt to measure the

expected future cash consequences of future sales transactions,
they nevertheless provide a rich source of information to help in
forecasting the future cash flows associated with these
transactions.
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Equity Valuation Theory

• The basic theory of equity valuation is straightforward and well
established.

• The value of equity securities is equal to net present value of the
future cash distributions that they are expected to generate.

• These cash distributions traditionally have taken the form of cash
dividend payments, and so the value of equity often is expressed
as the net present value of the expected future dividend payments,
as shown in the following dividend-discounting model:

=
ℎ
(1 + )

where = value of equity at time 0, ℎ = expected amount of cash dividend to be paid
in period t, r = discount rate (cost of capital)
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Equity Valuation Theory

• Stock repurchases is another way that cash can be distributed to
equity holders.

• While dividends represent routine cash payments made on a pro
rata basis basis to all equity holders, stock repurchases involves the
business buying back its own stock from specific equity holders.

• Equity issuances can be thought of as negative cash distributions
that should be netted against the positive cash distributions
associated with dividends and stock repurchases in order to
determine the net cash distributions to equity.

=
ℎ + ℎ −

(1 + )
Simply refer to the numerator as ”distributions to equity holders”
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Equity Valuation Theory

• What determines the amount and timing of distributions to equity
holders?

• Since equity holders are the owners of the business, they have the
residual claim on the net cash flows available from a business’s
operating, investing, and non-equity financing activities.
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Equity Valuation Theory

• In practice, distributions to equity holders are made at the
discretion of management, based on a variety of factors:

• How much cash did the business’s operating activities generate?
• How much cash was used for investing activities in order to

maintain or expand the scale and scope of the business’s operating
activities?

• How much cash is required to make scheduled payments to
providers of nonequity capital, such as interest and principal
payments on loans?

• How much cash should be raised (used) issuing (retiring) nonequity
capital, such as debt and preferred stock?

• How much cash should be retained in the business in the form of
financial assets to provide for future cash flow needs?
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Equity Valuation Theory

• In the long run, the free cash flows generated by a business’s
operating and investing activities are the key driver of its
distributions to equity holders.

• In summary, while the basic theory of equity valuation is quite
straightforward, the devil is in forecasting the future cash
distributions to equity holders.

• There are many different equity valuation formulas floating around
acedemia and practice.

• These formulas implicitly use different variables to forecast future
distributions to equity holders (e.g., ”EBITDA”, ”NOPAT”).

• These substitutions can be justifiable if done in a way that
maintains consistency with the underlying dividend discounting
model.
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Limitations of Accounting Information

• In order to think about the limitations of accounting, it is useful to
introduce a ”perfect accounting” benchmark.

• Let’s start by considering a bank savings account.
• In a bank savings account, an initial amount is invested in order to

generate a future stream of interest.
• Over a period of time, interest is earned on the account and

contributions or withdrawals can be made from the account.
• The ending balance in a savings account is equal to the beginning

balance plus interest earned less any withdrawals:
Ending Balance = Beginning Balance + Interest – Withdrawals
Rearranging gives

Interest = Withdrawals + Increase in Balance
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Limitations of Accounting Information

• The key measure of investment performance for a savings
account is the interest rate earned on the balance, computed as

Interest Rate = Interest / Beginning Balance
= (Withdrawals + Increase in Balance) / Beginning Balance

• The reason accounting works so well in this case is because we
know exactly how much interest has accrued over any time period.

• Equivalently, at any point in time, we know exactly what the
account is worth.

• Now extend the same logic to an equity investment.
• Simply replace the savings account balance with the book value of

equity and the savings account withdrawals with the distributions
of equity.
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Limitations of Accounting Information

• Under clean surplus accounting we get:
Net Income = Distributions to Equity + Increase in Equity

• Following the same procedure as we did for the savings account to
compute the rate of return on the equity investment gives

Return on Equity = Net Income / Beginning Equity
= (Distributions to Equity + Increase in Equity) / Beginning Equity

• The return on equity (ROE) perfectly measures the economic rate of
return on the equity investment only if the accounting rules perfectly
measure the income earned over a period or, equivalently, if the
accounting rules can perfectly measure the amount of the equity
investment at a point in time.
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Limitations of Accounting Information

• To illustrate how ROE is affected by imperfections in accounting
measurements, we will introduce some new notation.

• Let’s assume a perfect accounting system:
Economic Income = Distributions to Equity + Increase in Investment
• The underlying economic rate of return is given by
Economic Rate of Return = Economic Income/Beginning Investment
=(Distributions to Equity + Increase in Investment)/Beg. Investment
• Now define ε as the measurement error in equity. It is the difference

between the book value of equity, as computed by the imperfect
accounting system, and the true value of Investment, computed with
our hypothetical perfect accounting system:

ε = Equity – Investment
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Limitations of Accounting Information
• Solving for the relation between accounting income and economic

income gives
Net Income = Distributions to Equity + Increase in Equity

= Distributions to Equity + Increase in Investment + Increase in ε
=Economic Income +  Increase in ε

• So ROE can be expressed as
ROE = (Economic Income + Increase in ε)/(Beg. Investment + Beg. ε)
• Measurement error in equity has a two-pronged effect in distorting ROE

relative to the economic rate of return.
1. Changes in the measurement error between two dates are reflected in

the numerator.
2. The level of measurement error at the beginning of the period is

reflected in the denominator.
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Aggressive Accounting

• The term aggressive accounting is applied to the situation where
the net assets of the firm are overstated, by either overstating
assets or understating liabilities.

• It is the most common type of accounting manipulation that occurs
in practice.

• Opportunistic managers often use temporarily aggressive
accounting when they would otherwise fall short of important
earnings targets, such as meeting bonus plan thresholds or meeting
analysts’ forecasts.

• Managers at WorldCom capitalized almost $10 billion of operating
costs in PP&E during 1999 and 2000, only have it all reverse in
2001, precipitating WorldCom’s bankruptcy.
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Conservative Accounting

• The term conservative accounting is applied to the situation where
the net assets of the firm are understated, by either understating
assets or overstating liabilities (it is just a flipside of aggressive
accounting).

• Opportunistic managers can use temporarily conservative
accounting to temporarily avoid regulatory scrutiny for excess
profits or to create ”cookie jar” reserves that can be used to boost
future profitability.

• GAAP are guided by the conservatism convention, which
encourages the understatement, but discourages the overstatement,
of assets (e.g. requirement that R&D expenditures be immediately
expensed).
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Effects of Measurement Error on ROE

Change in ε < 0
(Net Income
Understated)

Change in ε = 0
(Net Income Correct)

Change in ε > 0
(Net Income Overstated)

Beg. ε < 0
(equity understated)

Effect ambigious
Permanently conservative
accounting with increasing
investment

ROE>ERR
Permanently conservative
accounting with constant
investment

ROE>ERR
Reversal of temporarily
conservative accounting
Permanently conservative
accounting with declining
investment

Beg. ε = 0
(equity correct)

ROE<ERR
Origination of temporarily
conservative accounting

ROE=ERR
Perfect accounting

ROE>ERR
Origination of temporarily
aggressive accounting

Beg. ε > 0
(equity overstated)

ROE<ERR
Reversal of temporarily
aggressive accounting
Permanently aggressive
accounting with declining
investment

ROE<ERR
Permanently aggressive
accounting with constant
investment

Effect ambigious
Permanently aggressive
accounting with increasing
investment
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Measurement Error Caused by GAAP
Annuity Method of Depreciation
• The annuity method, or compound interest method, of depreciation

has been discussed and illustrated in US accounting textbooks
and handbooks for almost 100 years.

• It gives rise to an increasing periodic charge → compatible with
capital budgeting methods for evaluating investment decisions.
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Annuity Method of Depreciation
Example

• Suppose a company purchase a depreciable asset on 1 January, Year
1 at a cost $15,850.

• It has a useful life of four years and no estimated salvage value.
• When making the purchase decision, the company anticipated that

the use of the asset would generate a revenue (cash) inflow of
$5000 each year, assumed to occur at the end of the year.

• The discount rate that equates the cost of the asset to the present
value of future cash flows is 10%.

• Assume that depreciation is the company's only expense for the
year.
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Example (continued)
Straight-line depreciation

• If the company were to record straight-line depreciation, its four
years' income statements would appear as follows:
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Example (continued)
Annuity method of depreciation

• Suppose, instead, that the company records depreciation by a method that
actually implies a 10% annual return, sometimes called the ‘annuity method’ or
‘compound interest method’.
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Summary

Straight-line Depreciation
• Clearly, the rising annual return on investment in straight-line

depreciation case is an illusion.
• A constant numerator (Net income) is divided by a declining

denominator (Initial investment) to produce a rising annual return
on investment.

Annuity Method of Depreciation
• The amount of the annual depreciation rises each year; thus, the

declining numerator (Net income) is divided by a correspondingly
declining denominator (Initial investment).
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The Implicit Depreciation

• Another way of looking at the ’annuity method’ is that the
depreciation expense each year represents the implicit depreciation
when one calculates the present value of the stream of annual cash
flows.

• This present value becomes the cost the company is willing to pay
for the asset in order to achieve the required return on investment.

• The ‘annuity method’ is not an acceptable method in US or IFRS
financial reporting, primarily because it is too subjective. Yet all
depreciation methods are subjective.
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Lease contracts

• The most common technique for implementing off-balance-sheet financing is the
operating lease.

• A lease contract conveys the right to use an asset in exchange for a fee (the lease
payment).

• The lessor typically retains legal title to the assets which reverts to the lessor at
the end of the lease term.  The asset’s expected fair value at the end of the lease is
the residual value.

• At its inception, a lease is a mutually unperformed contract meaning that neither
party has yet performed all of the duties called for in the contract.

• The accounting for unperformed contracts is controversial.
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Lessee accounting:
US GAAP Criteria for Capital Lease Treatment

If, at inception, the lease satisfies any one or more of the following
criteria, it must be treated as a capital lease on the books of the
lessee:

• The lease transfers ownership of the asset to the lessee at the end of
the lease term.

• The lease contains a bargain purchase option.
• The non-cancelable lease term is 75% or more of the estimated

economic life of the leased asset.
• The present value of the minimum lease payments equals or

exceeds 90% of the current fair market value of the leased asset.
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Evolution of lease accounting:
Why lessees like the operating lease approach

• The operating approach does not reflect the cumulative economic
liability for all future lease payments on the balance sheet.

• Keeping the lease obligation (and asset) off of the balance sheet
may:

• Reduce the likelihood of debt covenant violation.
• Improve the ability to obtain additional loans in the future.
• Improve financial performance ratios like the total asset turnover

ratio
• However, GAAP does require footnote disclosure of this off-

balance sheet lease obligation.
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Lessee accounting:
Capital lease treatment illustrated
Lessee Company signs a five-year noncancellable lease with Lessor Company on January 1, 2011, when the lease
begings. Several other facts pertain to the lease:
1. The lease calls for five payments of $79,139.18 to be made at the end of each year.
2. The leased asset has a fair value of $315,041.60 on January 1, 2011.
3. The lease has no renewal option, and possession of the asset reverts to the lessor on January 1, 2016.
4. Lessee Company regularly uses the straight-line method to depreciate assets of this type that it owns.
5. The leased asset has an expected economic life of six years.
6. Assume that Lessee Company’s incremental borrowing rate is 10% and the lessee can’t determine the lessor’s

implicit rate of return on the lease.
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Present value of minimum lease
payments

= Minimum lease payment X Present value factor for an ordinary
annuity for five years at 10%

$300,000 = $79,139.18 X 3.79079

$300,000 =
$79,139.18
(1 + 10%)1 +

$79,139.18
(1 + 10%)2 +

$79,139.18
(1 + 10%)3 +

$79,139.18
(1 + 10%)4 +

$79,139.18
(1 + 10%)5



Lessee accounting:
Capital lease accounting overview

• The balance sheet amount shown for the lease asset and liability
are equal only at the inception and at the end of the lease:

• The leased asset is amortized over time using a depreciation
schedule for assets of this type.

• The lease obligation is reduced in accordance with the payment
schedule once interest is accrued using the effective interest
method.
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$300,000

Inception

$0
End of Lease

Lease Asset

PV of
MLP Amortization

$300,000

Inception

$0
End of Lease

Lease liability

PV of
MLP

Payments and
interest



Lessee accounting:
Effective interest method
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Lessee accounting:
Annual cost of leased asset
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Lessee accounting:
Capital lease journal entries
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• At inception, when the lease contract is signed:
DR Leased asset –capital lease $300,000

CR  Obligation under capital lease $300,000

w At the end of 2011:
DR Obligation under capital lease $49,139.18
DR  Interest expense 30,000.00

CR Cash $79,139.18

DR Depreciation expense –capital lease $60,000.00
CR Accumulated depreciation –capital lease                       $60,000.00

w Interest expense at the end of 2012:
DR Obligation under capital lease $54,053.10
DR  Interest expense 25,086.08

CR Cash $79,139.18

PV of MLP



Evaluating effects of lease accounting
on ratios and income
On December 31, 2014, Thomas Henley, financial vice president of Kingston Corporation, signed a
noncancelable three-year lease for an item of manufacturing equipment. The lease called for annual
payments of €41,635 per year due at the end of each of the next three years. The leased equipment’s
expected economic life was four years. No cash changed hands because the first payment wasn’t due
until December 31, 2015.
Henley was talking with his auditor that afternoon and was surprised to learn that the lease qualified as a
capital/finance lease and would have to be put on the balance sheet. Although his intuition told him that
capitalization adversely affected certain ratios, the size of these adverse effects was unclear to him.
Because similar leases on other equipment were up for renewal in 2015, he wanted a precise measure
of the ratio deterioration. “If these effects are excessive,” he said, “I’ll try to get similar leases on the
other machinery to qualify as operating leases when they come up for renewal next year.”
Assume that the appropriate rate for discounting the minimum lease payments is 12%. Also assume that
the asset Leased equipment under capital leases will be depreciated on a straight-line basis.
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Evaluating effects of lease accounting
on ratios and income
Required
1. Prepare an amortization schedule for the lease.
2. The effect of lease capitalization on the current ratio worried Henley. Before factoring in capital lease

signed on December 31, 2014, Kingston Corporation’s current ratio at December 31, 2014, was:
(Current assets €500,000)/(Current liabilities €294,118)=1.7

Once this lease is capitalized on December 31, 2014, what is the adjusted December 31, 2014,
current ratio?
3. Henley was also concerned about the effect that lease capitalization would have on net income. He

estimated that if the lease previously described were treated as an operating lease, 2015 pre-tax
income would be €225,000. Determine the 2015 pre-tax income on a capital lease basis if this lease
were treated as a capital lease and if the leased equipment were depreciated on a straight-line basis
over the life of the lease.
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Solution

Requirement 1:
The present value of the minimum lease payments at the inception of the lease is €100,000, i.e.,
€41,635 x 2.40183. The amortization schedule for the lease is shown below.
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Date

Annual
lease
payment Interest

Reduction
of lease
oblication

Balance of
lease
oblication
100,000

12/31/2015 41,635 12,000 29,635 70,365

12/31/2016 41,635 8,444 33,191 37,174

12/31/2017 41,635 4,461 37,174 0



Solution

Requirement 2:
The adjusted current ratio at December 31, 2011 is:

Current assets €500,000/(Current liabilities €294,118+€29,635)= 1.544

The portion of the December 31, 2015, payment representing principal
reduction is a current liability at December 31, 2014.
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Solution

Requirement 3:
Pre-tax income on a capital lease basis would be:

Income on operating lease basis €225,000
Less: Excess of capital lease over operating lease expense 3,698*
Capital lease pre-tax income €221,302

*Computation:
Depreciation: €100,000/3 €33,333
2015 interest expense 12,000
Capital lease expense 45,333
Operating lease expense 41,635
Excess of capital lease expense over operating lease expense €3,698
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Finnair’s Annual Report 2017
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Finnair’s Annual Report 2017
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Finnair’s Annual Report 2017
Operating Leases
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IFRS 16 Leases

• International Financial Reporting Standard 16 Leases (IFRS 16)
sets out the principles for the recognition, measurement,
presentation and disclosure of leases.

• The objective is to ensure that lessees and lessors provide relevant
information in a manner that faithfully represents those
transactions.

• This information gives a basis for users of financial statements to
assess the effect that leases have on the financial position, financial
performance and cash flows of the entity.

• IFRS 16 is effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1
January 2019.
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IFRS 16 Leases
Lessee accounting

• IFRS 16 introduces a single lessee accounting model and requires a
lessee to recognise assets and liabilities for all leases with a term of
more than 12 months, unless the underlying asset is of low value.

• A lessee is required to recognise a right-of-use asset representing its
right to use the underlying leased asset and a lease liability
representing its obligation to make lease payments.

• Assets and liabilities arising from a lease are initially measured on a
present value basis.
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IFRS 16 Leases
Lessor accounting

• IFRS 16 substantially carries forward the lessor accounting
requirements in IAS 17.

• Accordingly, a lessor continues to classify its leases as operating
leases or finance leases, and to account for those two types of leases
differently.
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Finnair’s Annual Report 2017
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